
Mosaic Tiled Tila Ring 
Project R613
Designer: Julie Bean

This ring looks like tiled stone panels and the slight color variation adds extra interest. Very easy to make and the only tool

required is a scrap piece of wire or a toothpick to smooth out the glue! 

What You'll Need

Miyuki Tila 2 Hole Square Beads Matte Metallic Copper 7.2 Grams

SKU: DBT-2005

Project uses 13 pieces

Miyuki Tila 2 Hole Square Beads Matte Black Ab 7.2Gr

SKU: DBT-4013

Project uses 12 pieces

Bright Silver Tone Brass Square Bezel Adjustable Ring 26mm (1)

SKU: FRG-0857

Project uses 1 piece

E6000 Industrial Strength Glue Adhesive (0.18 fl oz)

SKU: XTL-1054

Project uses 1 piece

Instructions

Designer notes: Please find a scrap piece of wire or a toothpick to apply the glue with before beginning this project.

1. Take a small amount of E6000 glue, and using a toothpick or scrap wire as an applicator, smear the glue on the flat surface of the bezel's interior
surface. So that you do not need to rush, only smear over half of the surface to begin with. 

2. Starting along the edge, begin placing your Tila Beads in a random pattern. See photo. 

3. 5 Tila Beads will fit length wise and 5 will fit width wise in the square ring. A total of 25 Tila Beads will be used in this project. 

4. After you have tiled all the area where glue was present, take your applicator and apply glue to the remaining area. 
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5. Finish setting your Tila Beads into the glue. 

6. When all the beads have been placed, pat their tops down with your finger so that all the beads are firmly set into the glue. 

7. Let dry in an upright position overnight. 
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